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Vector spaces V with a natural “partial inner product” are very common in 
analysis and in mathematical physics. In this series of papers, we study them 
on their own terms; the only input is the domain of the partial inner product 
and the partial inner product itself. Our main assumption is that the linear 
forms associated to “infinitely good elements” of V, separate points in V. We 
show in this paper that V carries then a we&defined “self-dual” structure. 
Examples are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most vector spaces occurring in mathematical physics carry some 
kind of natural inner product which tends to be everywhere defined 
if the space is small enough, and to exist only for certain pairs of 
vectors if the space contains sufficiently singular objects. 
A good example of the second possibility is provided by the space 
of all sequences of complex numbers. It is natural to say that the 
scalar product of f = {f,} and g = {g,} is defined whenever 
2, 1 f, g, j < a. It is important to realize that this is a restriction 
on a pair of vectors, and that it cannot be fully reproduced by con- 
ditions on the individual vectors f and g. 
Spaces in which an inner product is everywhere defined (but may 
fail to be positive definite) are the subject of a recent monograph 
by J. Bognar [l]. 
Spaces with a partially defined inner product appear in the literature 
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mostly as a byproduct of richer1 structures [3, Sect. 30; [4-g]. A fairly 
typical construction would be as follows: One starts with a small 
space of testing functions and a topology on it. One then constructs 
the corresponding space of generalized functions and a family of 
intermediate (Sobolev-like) spaces. A natural inner product then 
exists between suitable pairs of spaces. 
We wish to show that it can be profitable to reverse this order and 
to proceed as follows: Let a (“large”) vector space be given (it may 
be constructed through duality, by completion, or just by assuming 
that it is there). Choose suitably a set of pairs of vectors (the domain 
of the inner product) and a nondegenerate inner product defined on 
the domain (Sections 2 and 3). 
This determines an object which is “self-dual” in many ways. It 
carries a distinguished family of Sobolev-like subspaces (which we 
call assaying subsets) that come in pairs dual with respect of the inner 
product and can so be endowed with Mackey topologies. The whole 
structure is uniquely defined by the inner product (with domain). 
In familiar situations (Hilbert space, tempered distributions,...), we 
recover the spaces and topologies obtained by standard procedures 
(Sections 4 and 5). 
All assertions in the present paper follow easily from the definitions. 
For this reason, no formal proofs are given. 
Our constructions are well suited for the study of “very singular” 
operators, undertaken in Part II, and motivated largely by the needs 
of quantum field theories. Part III is devoted to orthogonal projections 
and the corresponding subspaces. 
The paper [9] contains some of the same ideas in a more special and 
less intrinsic context. A review of applications of related methods can 
be found in [lo]. That paper also contains results on a particular class 
of partial inner product spaces. 
2. COMPATIBILITY 
In order to deal with partially defined scalar products, we need 
some general properties of the relation “the scalar product of g and f 
is defined.” 
We shall call compatibility any symmetric binary relation # on 
a set S. That is: f # g if and only if g #f. The relation # is in general 
neither reflexive nor transitive. 
1 An exception is given by the papers [2] of J. Rzewuski. 
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Given any 2 C S, denote by Z# the set of elements in S that are 
compatible with every f E 2. In particular, (f)” is the set of elements 
compatible with f. The following two assertions are immediate: 
If Z, 2 Z, , then Z,# C Z,#. 
For every Z C S, we have Z## 2 Z, and Z### = Z#. 
If Z## = Z, (which is equivalent to Z = X# for some X _C S) we 
say that Z is an assaying subset of S. The intersection of any family of 
assaying subsets is an assaying subset. The smallest assaying subset 
containing X is X ##. S is the largest, and S# the smallest assaying 
subset. 
In the examples that will concern us, the assaying subsets will play 
the role of “Sobolev-like subspaces” (including the space of testing 
functions and the space of generalized functions). We shall now 
introduce notations which will remind us of this fact. 
Denote by 9 = %(S, #) th e f amily of all assaying subsets of S, 
ordered by inclusion. Let F be the isomorphy class of 9, that is, F 
considered as an abstract partially ordered set. Elements of F will be 
denoted by 7, q,... , and the corresponding assaying subsets S, , S, ,... . 
By definition, q < 7 if and only if S, C S, . 
If S, is an assaying subset then (S,.)” (which is also an assaying 
subset) will be denoted by S, . (The reader can think of the Sobolev 
spaces IV+ and IV,. ) The elements I and P need not be com- 
parable. If they are, either of them can be larger than the other. 
The correspondence Y t) P is an order-reversing involution of F, 
thatis:F=rforeveryrEF,andr>qifandonlyifr<q. 
The remainder of this section will not be used in this paper. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. The partially ordered set F is a complete lattice if 
r A q is defined by S,,, = S, n S, and SrvQ by (S, u S,J##. The 
correspondence r f-) f is a lattice antiisomorphism (see, e.g., [l 1, 121). 
Let f be any element of S. Consider the set J(f) _C F defined as 
J(f) = {-FlfG& It 
q > 7, then qEJ(f)). 
is a final subset of F (if 7 E J(f) and 
F ur th ermore, it has a smallest element r0 , 
defined by ST0 = {f }##. Let J(f) be the set of all 7 with f E J( f ). 
An f E S and a g E S are compatible if and only if J( f ) n J(g) is not 
empty, which is equivalent to {f >,# _C {g>” and to {g)“” c {f >". 
Let f and g be elements of S. If {f >” 3 {g>” (or equivalently, if 
J( f ) > J(g)), i.e., if the supply of compatible partners for f is at least 
as large as that of g), we say that f is at least as good as g. This is a 
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partial preorder in S, but not a partial order in general: if {f }# 2 {g>” 
and (g>” 1 {f >#, then (f )“” = {gp, but f may be different from g. 
If C is a map of S into itself and if {Cf3# I {f ># for every f E S, 
then C is said to improve behavior. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for this is CZ 2 2 for every assaying subset 2 C S. 
3. PARTIAL INNER PRODUCT SPACES 
We shall be only concerned from now on with the case where our 
set is a vector space. A compatibility relation on a vector space V is 
said to be linear if all assaying subsets are vector subspaces of V’; this 
will hold if {f >” is a vector subspace of V, for every f in V. We keep 
the expression assaying subset even when the compatibility is linear. 
Given a vector space V and a linear compatibility relation on V, 
a partial inner product is defined as a Hermitian form defined exactly 
on compatible pairs of vectors, i.e., a mapping associating to every 
pair of vectors f, g such that f # g, a complex number (f 1 g) in such 
a way that 
(9 <fig> = (glf)* (complex conjugate) 
(ii) for fixed g, the correspondence f ---f (g 1 f) is linear in f. 
If f is not compatible with g, the number (f 1 g) is not defined. 
If all pairs of vectors are compatible, then (a 1 -) is a (possibly 
indefinite) inner product [ 11. 
Given a vector space V with a partial inner product (i.e., a partial 
inner product space), we can associate to every f E V, (in addition to 
the vector subspaces {f >” and {f }##), the subsets 
and 
W = {g I g E {f>#, and Kg I f>l G 11 
W- = tg I g E W# and <g If> = O>. 
We shall also consider the linear form (f I 
<fl:g-, <fig> 
defined on {f >“. Clearly {f }” is the null-space of (f j. 
Given any subset W C V, we denote by (f j w the restriction of f 
to W. So (f I w is defined on W n (f >". 
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If S C V, write 
s# = n w 
fES 
so = n w 
fES 
and introduce the obvious composite notations, e.g., S”#J .- 
(3.lc) 
((syy. 
If S, > S, , then S,# C Ss#, S,” C Ss’, S,” _C S,“. 
Notice that V# is the smallest of assaying subsets. The vectors in 
I’# are “infinitely good,” in the sense that they are compatible with 
every vector in V. 




I/#” = {O}, (3.2) 
i.e., if no nonzero vector in V is orthogonal to all vectors in Vs. 
From now on, V will always denote a nondegenerate partial inner 
product space. 
Any vector subspace of V is obviously also a partial inner product 
space. It may, however, fail to be nondegenerate. 
4. EXAMPLES OF NONDEGENERATE PARTIAL INNER PRODUCT SPACES 
AND OF ASSAYING SUBSETS 
(1) Any nondegenerate inner product space [ 11, in particular, any 
prehilbert space. (A prehilbert space is an inner product space such 
that (f If) > 0 f or every f # 0). The only assaying subset of an 
inner product space V is V itself. 
(2) Let V be the vector space of all sequences of complex num- 
bers. Declare two sequences x = (xi, x2 ,...) and y = (yi , ys ,...) 
compatible if and only if C,“=, 1 x,y, j < co, and define then their 
inner product as (X 1 y) = z,“=, x,*y, . Here V# consists of all 
sequences with a finite number of nonzero entries. In the notation 
of [3], V = w and V# = y. The assaying subsets are precisely the 
“perfect spaces” of Kiithe. They include all &-spaces (1 < p < oo), 
and, more generally, all weighted @-spaces b(r), defined by 
with 1 < p < co, 
+/23/4-s 
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and with {TV} any sequence of positive numbers. We have (P(Y))# = 
B’(r’) where (l/p) + (l/p’) = 1 and r,’ = l/r, . There are of course 
many assaying subsets in addition to the P(Y) (e.g., arbitrary inter- 
sections). For instance, the sets {f )” and If)“” are given explicitly 
in [3, Section 30.41. 
(3) Let s’ be the vector space of all sequences of slow increase: 
1 x, j < C(l + n)” for some C > 0 and some N > 0. Define 
compatibility and inner product as in Example 2. Here V# = s is 
the space of all sequences of fast decrease (/ yn j < C(1 + n)-” for 
some C > 0 and all N > 0). The assaying subsets are precisely the 
perfect spaces of Kothe that lie between s and s’ (i.e., s C V, C s’). 
(4) A partial inner product need not be positive definite: Consider, 
e.g., the space and the compatibility of Ex. 2, but change the scalar 
product to (x j y) = 2, x,*~,y, where Ed is any fixed sequence of 
nonzero real numbers. The assaying subsets are the same as in Ex. 2. 
(5) Consider ,5:,.(X; dp), the space of all measurable, locally 
integrable, functions on a measure space (X; p). Declare f and g 
compatible if J /f *g / dp < co. Here V# = L,“(X; dp) consists of 
all essentially bounded measurable functions of compact support. 
The assaying subsets have been described by Dieudonne [ 131 and 
by Goes and Welland [14]. The latter paper contains the following 
result. Let g be a nonnegative function in Li,,(X; dp). Then: 
(6) Let LyO,(X; dp) be the space of all locally square integrable 
functions, the compatibility being again defined by J 1 f *g j dp < CO, 
and involving here only the behavior at infinity. Here V# consists of 
all square integrable functions of compact support. 
(7) Consider the space g’(H) of bounded operators in a Hilbert 
space 3. Define compatibility of A ~a(%) and B E g’(Z) as the 
requirement that A*B be of trace class. Set (A 1 B) = tr(A*B). Here 
V# consists of all operators of trace class. Among the assaying subsets 
one finds the ideals of compact operators such as 0 and their 
generalizations. A description of all assaying subsets can be extracted 
from [15, 16, 171. 
(8) Consider the space S’( IP) of tempered distributions. Here it is 
not immediately obvious what the compatibility should be. A “con- 
servative” definition is: f # g if and only if at least one member of 
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the pair is a testing function. It does make S’ into a nondegenerate 
partial inner product space. Apart from that, it is not very useful. 
Two natural alternatives present themselves: 
(a) Realize S’ as the space s’ of sequences of slow increase 
[18, 191, i.e., associate to every f E S’ the sequence of coefficients 
(f, hk) where the h, are normalized Hermite functions. Define 
compatibility by transport of the definitions of Ex. 2. Among assaying 
subsets one finds here all Sobolev spaces. This procedure can be 
generalized to non-tempered spaces “of type S” [20]. 
(b) Realize S’ in the Bargmann representation [21], i.e., 
associate to every f E S’ the entire function f(x) = (1, xZ)*, where 
X~ E S is the “coherent state” 
x,(x) = n-n/4 exp{-$(3 + x2) + 21/2Zx). 
Define compatibility to mean 
s Ifl(z)fi2(z)I e-lzle d”z < co 
Here again, one finds as assaying subsets all spaces Fp of [21]. There 
is a generalization to a class of nontempered spaces [22]. 
5. DUAL PAIRS: TOPOLOGIES 
A partial inner product spaces carries, in general, no natural norm 
topology, since (f 1 f) need not be defined for all f E V and may 
fail to be positive when defined. However, a partial inner product 
defines a separating duality between many pairs of vector subspaces 
of V, and so gives rise, in a standard way, to the corresponding 
topologies. 
Let U, and U, be vector subspaces of the nondegenerate partial 
inner product space V. We shall say that U, and U, are a dual pair 
(with respect to the partial inner product in V) if 
(i) Every vector in U, is compatible with every vector in tJ2 . 
(ii) No nonzero vector in one of the subspaces CT,, U, , is 
orthogonal to all vectors in the other. 
These conditions are symmetric in U, , U, . Condition (i) can be 
written as any one of the four relations: U,# 2 U, , U,# 2 Uz##, 
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lJz” r> U, , U,# I Uf#. Condition (ii) says U, n U,l = U, n 7.7,” = 
@I* 
Example. By the nondegeneracy condition (3.2), V and V# are 
always a dual pair. 
Given a dual pair U, , U, in V, the weak U,-topology on U, , 
cr( U, , U,), is defined by a basis of neighborhoods of zero consisting 
of all the sets 
S” n u, 
where S runs over all finite subsets of U, . The Mackey U,-topology 
on u,, V,, W is defined by a basis of neighborhoods of zero 
consisting of all the sets T” n U, , where T runs over all a( U, , U,)- 
compact convex sets of U, . Here S” is the polar of S, defined by (3.lb). 
Both u( U, , U,) and T( U, , U,) are locally convex and Hausdorff. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let U, , U, be a dual pair in V. Then 
(i) The topological dual of, say, U, , (with either a( U, , U,) or 
T( V, , U,)) consists precisely of all linear forms (f 1 u, (f E U,). 
(ii) If L, is a vector subspace of U, , then its closure, (for either 
u( V, , U,) or T( U, , U,)) is (L,” n V,)” n U, . In particular, L, is 
dense in UI , if and only ifL,A n U, = (0). 
Proof. Standard [3, Section 20, 211. 
Remember that u( U, , 17,) (resp. T( U, , U,)) is the coarsest (resp. 
finest) topology on U, giving U, as dual. 
The nondegeneracy condition (3.2) says that V# and V are a dual 
pair and also, by (ii) above, that V# is dense in V. Consequently, 
whenever V is finite-dimensional, one has V+! = V. The only finite- 
dimensional nondegenerate partial inner product spaces are inner 
product spaces. 
Consider now in particular the case where U, and U, are assaying 
subsets of V, U, = V, , U, = VP. The nondegeneracy condition 
implies that V, and V, are a dual pair whenever they are compatible, 
i.e., whenever r < 4 (which is equivalent to 4 < r). 
Consequently, for fixed r, one can consider on V,. any one of the 
topologies T( V, , V,) with Q < P. The finest of these topologies is 
T( VT > V,). 
If V, 2 V, and if V, carries the topology T(V,, V,) and V, the 
topology T( V, , V,), then the natural embedding of V, into V, is 
continuous and of dense range. If V, is considered as a subset of V, , 
then the topology that V, inherits from V, coincides with r( V, , V,). 
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If r and q are arbitrary, then we can consider on I’,. r\l V, either 
the topology inherited from T( V, , I’,) or the topology inherited from 
T( V, , I’,). These two topologies are compatible, in the sense that 
the identity is a closed map from I’, n I’, (with T(V, , I’?)) onto 
I’, n I’, (with T( V, , I’,)). 
To summarize: Endow every assaying subset with its finest dual 
topology T( V, , Vi). Then all natural embedding maps are continuous. 
Every V,. is dense in every I’, 2 V, . In particular, P is dense in 
every assaying subset. 
EXAMPLES. 
(1) If V is a (nondegenerate) inner product space the Mackey 
topology T(v, v) is in general not metrizable, even in the case 
(f If) 3 0 (prehilbert). H owever, if V is a prehilbert space and if it 
is complete for the norm topology (i.e., if Y is a Hilbert space) then 
T( V, I’) coincides with the norm topology. 
(2) Consider Ex. 2 of Section 4. Let V,. = P(r) be one of the 
assaying sets described there. If 1 < p < co, then T(V, , V,) is the 
norm topology. If p = GO, then T( V,. , I’,) is strictly coarser than the 
norm topology. For topologies on V and V* see [3, Section 301. 
(3) Let V be any partial inner product space for which V = S’ 
(tempered distributions), V# = S, and the inner product of f~ S’ 
and v E S is (f, v*)*. Then T(S, S’) is the usual topology on S [17]. 
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